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The past ten years have witness d a revolution in genetics.
A whole series of nelJ possibilities like cutting DNA 'at specific
51 tes, insercing DNA segments into prokaryot ie and eukaryotic rep licons, amplifying these inserts practically at will, expressing the
genes th(!y contain in both homologous and heterologous host cells,
have completely changed our perspectives. Interestingly, this turning point in genetics has been reached not as a result of a single
or a few genernlideas, b~t as the natural outcome of the relentless
activity of a number of bicch~mical laboratories during the sixties.
One consequence of this revolution in genetics which was
easy to predict was "the irresistibl(: rise of molecular genetics"
(Berna'cdi, 1978). Another consequence, also to be expected, was the
explosive development of a new branch of bioindustry based on the
recombinant D~A technology. Sur« enough, this latter phenomenon has
raised a number of problems which have pushed eOGENE to organize
this Symposium. Some of these problems fall under the ~neral
heading of ethical problems. They have to do with secrecy, conflicts
within the laboratories, conflicts of interest, misuse of students
and of facilities, and have already been discus cd here. Otber
problems concern legal aspects, patent rights, intellectual property; they will be discussed at this meeting by other -peakers. As
for myself, I would ltke to address yet another issue, ~hich I have
briefly discussed elsewher (Bernardi, 1980), namely the foreseeable
future impact of industrial genetic engineering on fundamental
research in ce 11 and molecular biology over the next few years.
Discussing thi s topic implies making predictions about
future developments in both industrial g netic engineering and
fundamental biology. In turn. these predictions can only be based
on the current trends and on the "internal logics" of the cwo
systems, For this 'reason. playing this prediction game may be dangerous; clearly there is no guarantee that predictions made today
on the basis of the avail.<lble data do not turn out to be wrong.
Ii I am going ahead in spice of this danger. it is lllllinly because
I wish to open a file. Hopefully, other people, perhaps better
inspired and/or in.formed than -me, will participate in the debate.
In any case, when confronted with a rising problem. it see~
reasonable to discuss in advance a non-de irable course of events
rather than to sit down to see how things develop and then to
complain.
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As far as fundamental research in biology is concerned,
the points \lhich seem rc levant for thc present discussion are th"
following: a) !,'undarnental biology is sponsored, totally or to a
large e ·tept, by public money which is administered by variQus
governmental agencies. This i true for every country in the ..or Id.
Private mon"y does not play any role in the eastern block and r guess
it covers less than la-IS Z of the expenses in tbe United State,
and even less in other countries. b) A sizable share of funds for
fundamental biology is spent in salari s, I guess again between
50 % and 80 l in different countries. This salary expenditure is
difficult or even impossible to reduce, according to the percentage
of tenuTi~d positions held by research workers; thi percentage
probably ranges from 50 :t to 100 % in different countries. c) The
current general economical crisis is pushing governments almost all
over the world towards a reduction of expenditures in a number of
areas including res arch. This has a number of adverse effects.
First of all, it affects biology more than other sciences, because
the cost of biological researcll has greatly increased over the past
few years as a consequence of the introduction of new technologies;
needless to say that this is so much more regrettable 85 fund shortage coincides ",i th the iact that potential development of knowledge
in biology has never been greater. Second, the economical crisis has
already decreased the number of young people entering the field with
the consequence that the average age of biolo~ists has increased.
Third, it is leading to laying out research workers, to freezing
their salaries or just to not k ping up with the necessary increases. All this has led to a general state of depression in government
sponsored institutions, namely th va t majority of research
institutions.
If one now looks .3t industrial genetic engineedllg, the
situation appears to be quite different. a) The money invested so
far is very small compared to the current government investlOOIlts.
b) The ratio of research expenditures to salaries is much higher
than in publicly sponsored research. c) the atmosphere is I)ne of
euphoria, not one of depression.gven if everybody expects that many
bioindustrial companies, sooner or later, will shut down because
of the fierce competition which is already developing, it is not
obvious that this wi 11 cause any damage to shareholders, since
companies can be sold at a profit, or to employees, who can be rehired by the Yinning competitors. This will inevitably lead to the
formation of larger companies which can be expected to be very
successful, because the products they will be able to sell will be
both highly original and in high demand. :0-'11, one can definitely
expect that thes successful companies will reinvest part of thei r
profits into basic biology which was, after all, the very source of
their own success. All the conditions are fulfilled for this being
their best investment : their future depends upon it. men and laboratories are available, IDost of their leading scientists have a real
interest in it.
If one takes into account the points briefly outlined
above, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that, barring any
changes in the current trends, an increasing share of the bestfunded and best-staffed basic biology will be done by bioindustry.
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It does not matter that quantitatively speaking this industrially
sponsored research 'Will n<!ver outl,rcigh publicly sponsored research.
Quality is the only thing ~hich counts in research and conditions
for producing first-class research 'Will be mor r adily available
in the private environment than in governmentally funded institutions. The impact of such
research may be expected to be out of
proportion with the small number of people involved, as, incidentally. always is the case in basic research. Many people agree that
these predictions may be right; some e~ nothing wrong with such
future developments; some even welcome them as the only solution to
the present problems of basic biology.
As for myself. I have already expressed my concern about
basic biology being in the hands of profit making companies,however
enlightened. We are told that organic chemistry and polymer chemistry have greatly benefited from the close linkage between basic
research and industry and chat the sarne will 'be true for biology.
I do not find this comparison a valid one, except for processes
which just represent improvements of standard fermentation chemistry. It is not difficult to see that modern biolo~y and genetics
are more far-reaching, more susceptible of further.as yet unpredictable developments, more directly concenling human society than
chemistry. In my opinion. ic is just not possible to have a research
impinging so mudl on OUT own lives and on those of our descendants,
carried out within a system basically depetldent upon profit4llaking,
outside plililic scrutiny. Industrial genetic engineering is here to
stay and I am sure that a number of beneficial consequences will
arise from its development. But we have to keep within the public
realm basic biology and genetics because they are too important to
everybody to be trusted to any organization which is not representing public interest. It is clear that what ~e need now is an
open debate about th se problems to find the best solutions. CO~~NE
has opened this public debate by organizing, with the help of the
Italian National Research Council, this S)'1Tlposium. I wish it will
continue this action and extend it to survey other aspects of
genetic e~~erimentation in the public interest.
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